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The study aims to evaluate the sea ice drift fields of two sea ice models with different ice rheology and coupling. They are mainly interested in sea ice diffusion accuracy of ice trajectory forecast, e.g., needed for prediction of oil spill dispersion. In addition, the study derives useful metrics for ice diffusivity from buoy tracks.

In general, this is an interesting paper suitable for the Cryosphere. The model results and metrics derived from the buoys are, e.g., useful to guide future research on oil spill modeling in sea ice. The study provides, e.g., the time development of a potential oil spill search radius and which of the two model systems currently would be more suitable to predict the ice diffusivity more realistic.

The clear shortcoming of this article is that it is geared towards promoting the neXtSIM model system, which would not be a problem if the judgment always would be fair. This is not always the case. For example, the TOPAZ mean drift is too fast while the neXtSIM mean drift is too slow. While the too fast TOPAZ drift is mentioned and exposed several times the too slow neXtSIM drift is only mentioned at the margins. The study cannot solve the question if the difference in mean drift and diffusion observed between TOPAZ and neXtSIM is intrinsic to the models, i.e., ice rheologies, or the different initial conditions and atmospheric forcings (TOPAS: thinner ice, lower resolution forcing -> can cause faster ice and less drift fluctuations as observed here). While mentioned in the study these points should be stated more clearly. In the end, however, it is clear and I agree that neXtSIM performs better in the current setup than TOPAZ.

Find more details comments below. After these points are improved I recommend the article for publication in the Cryosphere.

Page, line
1,1: I would suggest to add more information to the abstract about the buoy only results obtained in this study (e.g. p14, Fig.8), which are relevant for e.g. oil spill forecast. If possible this could also be reflected in the article title

3, 59: the sentence sounds as if you are using the same buoy dataset as in Rampal, 2008, 2009. But this cannot be the case as the time series is longer. Do you mean you are using the same pre-processing? Otherwise why not reference the original IABP data?

6, 142: what is an “off-line float tracking system”? Mention that this will be described below.

6, 164: slab ocean: this is a strong difference to TOPAZ and the differences should be discussed more.

7, 176-179: if you are initializing with the TOPAZ ice thickness, why don’t you use that for the comparison of the two models? That would be much fairer. By increasing the
ICE THICKNESS IN NEXTSIM BUT NOT IN TOPAZ IT CAN BE EXPECTED THAT THE ICE IN TOPAZ IS MOVING FASTER FOR THE SAME FORCING. IF POSSIBLE YOU SHOULD REPEAT THE EXPERIMENT WITH THE ORIGINAL NOT ADAPTED TOPAZ ICE THICKNESS. YOU ARE NOT INTERESTED IN THE ACCURACY OF THE TOTAL SEA ICE VOLUME HERE; YOU ARE INTERESTED IN DIFFERENCES IN THE MOTION FIELDS. THE INITIAL CONDITIONS THEREFORE SHOULD BE AS EQUAL AS POSSIBLE FOR THE TWO MODEL SETUPS IN MY OPINION. WHILE I CAN UNDERSTAND THAT NOTHING CAN BE DONE ABOUT THAT ONE IS A COUPLE ICE-OCEAN MODEL AND THE OTHER IS A ICE MODEL ONLY, I CANNOT UNDERSTAND WHY YOU ARE INTRODUCING THIS ARTIFICIAL ICE THICKNESS DIFFERENCE HERE, WHICH NATURALLY WILL FAVOR NEXTSIM (BECAUSE THE ICE THICKNESS IS PULLED TOWARDS MORE REALISTIC ICE THICKNESSES EVERY YEAR).

7. 185-189: ALSO HERE, WHY ARE YOU USING DIFFERENT ATMOSPHERIC FORCING FOR THE TWO MODEL SETUPS? THE ASR IS A NEWER AND MOSTLY BELIEVED BETTER REANALYSIS FOR THE ARCTIC THAN ERAI. AS ICE DRIFT STRONGLY DEPENDS ON THE QUALITY OF THE ATMOSPHERIC FORCING DIFFERENT RESULTS CAN BE EXPECTED EVEN IF THE SAME SEA ICE MODEL WOULD BE USED.

8. 217: APART -> AWAY (?)

8. 218: NOT A SPECIALIST ON THIS BUT “STEADY AND HOMOGENOUS” SOUND LIKE THE WRONG ADJECTIVES FOR A TURBULENT FLOW WITHOUT MEAN FLOW TO ME.

8. 227: YOU HAVE NOT MENTIONED WHAT TAU IS EXACTLY SO FAR.

9. 263: WHAT IS K? THE DIFFERENT BUOYS?

11. 302-304: I ACTUALLY CANNOT SEE THAT. I ONLY SEE THAT FOR 2007. IT IS AT LEAST NOT AS CLEAR FROM THE FIGURES AS YOU FORMULATE IT. PLEASE ADAPT.

11. 308: HOW IS THE ARTIFICIAL THICKER ICE IN NEXTSIM AFFECTING THIS BEHAVIOR? WOULD THE DIFFERENCE BE SIMILAR IF NEXTSIM WOULD HAVE USED THE TOPAZ ICE THICKNESS FOR INITIALIZATION?


13. 376: MAYBE POINT OUT HERE THAT THE MAJORITY OF THE IABP BUOYS ARE DEPLOYED ON MYI.

13. 395: THIS PARAGRAPH GIVES A GOOD SUMMARY OF POSSIBLE CAUSES FOR THE OBSERVED DIFFERENCES, WHICH I AGREE WITH AND WHICH SHOULD BE SUMMARIZED IN THE CONCLUSIONS AGAIN. YOUR GOAL, HOWEVER, IS TO SEPARATE THE DIFFERENCES CAUSED BY THE TWO ICE RHEOLOGIES. HOW CAN YOU ACHIEVE THAT GOAL IF THE FORCINGS, THICKNESS ETC. ARE SO DIFFERENT THAT THEY AFFECT THE RESULTS?

15. 445: THE LAST TWO PARAGRAPHS ACTUALLY GIVE INTERESTING AND USEFUL INFORMATION DERIVED FROM THE BUOY DATASET ONLY. THIS INFORMATION IS INDEPENDENT FROM THE MODEL COMPARISON. MAYBE IT WOULD BE EASIER TO FIND FOR THE READER IF SUMMARIZED IN AN EXTRA SUB-SECTION. ALSO FROM THE ABSTRACT I WOULD NOT HAVE EXPECTED TO FIND SUCH INFORMATION HERE. MENTIONING IT COULD WIDEN THE READERSHIP.

16. 472: BEFORE YOU WERE ALWAYS GIVING T IN DAYS

16. 502: YOU SHOULD CLARIFY THAT YOU ARE TALKING ABOUT THE BUOY RESULTS NOT MODELS HERE.

17. 508: THE TOPAZ CIRCULATION PATTERN LOOKS RIGHT JUST THE MAGNITUDE IS A BIT OFF.

17. 509: YES, BUT MENTION AGAIN THAT NEXTSIM IS TOO SLOW AND THAT THESE DIFFERENCES FOR THE MEAN FIELDS WELL CAN BE DUE TO THE DIFFERENT FORCING AND ICE THICKNESS AND NOT THE MODELS THEMSELVES.

17. 520: DOESN’T LOOK TO ME THAT TOPOAZ WAS TUNED THE SAME WAY REGARDING THE ICE THICKNESS AS NEXTSIM AND USING BETTER ATM. FORCING ALSO DOES NOT SOUND LIKE FINER TUNING TO ME.

18. 524: ADD A FEW MORE INTRODUCTORY SENTENCES. AFTER READING THE PAPER IT WAS NOT CLEAR TO ME WHERE THE APPENDIX RELATES TO THE REST OF THE PAPER.

19. 572: RESEARCH COUNCIL?
25. Fig.4: I see three lines: thin black, thick black, red. You only describe two in the caption.
26. Fig.5: mention what L is in caption or shorten whole caption.
29. Fig. 8: Hard to see anything in the upper plot
31. Fig10: color scale and annotations impossible to read.
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